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JEWELS WITH STONE INLAYS FROM HATRA
Enrico Foietta
he ancient city of  Hatra is located in the Iraqi Jazirah, about 60 km south-west of  Mosul. The
first settlement, probably of  semi-nomadic origin, is dated to the Post-Assyrian period and ap-
proximately located in the same area of  the monumental Temenos, as the structures and archaeo-
logical findings unearthed by the Italian expedition seem to prove.1 The city progressively expand-
ed in the 1st century ad, as can be inferred by the first inscriptions discovered there,2 even if  most
of  the archaeological and epigraphic information is dated from the beginning of  the 2nd century
ad up to the Sasanian destruction of  the city (ad 241): during the first half  of  the 2nd century ad,
the Temenos was monumentalized and its structures built in stone.3
According to Cassius Dio, in ad 117 Trajan besieged the city, which, at that time, was «neither big,
neither rich».4 It is noteworthy that the southern part of  a curtain, usually identified as the defen-
sive wall attacked by the emperor Trajan, was partially unearthed in 1990s by the Polish expedition
directed by M. Gawlikowski.5 After the Roman siege, the main pseudo-circular curtain was built –
its limit being clearly detectable on the field and from satellite images – and the city became rapid-
ly very rich, as reported by Cassius Dio himself  in his account of  the double siege of  Septimius
Severus (ad 197-199).6
During the 2nd century ad, the civic institutions changed. The first chiefs of  Hatra used the ti-
tle ‘Marya’, which can be translated as ‘Lord’, whereas from the second half  of  the same century
this was replaced by ‘Malak’ (King). This title, probably granted by the Arsacid court, seems to re-
veal the new power the city had gained over a vast area between the Tigris and Euphrates. At that
time Hatra was the capital of  a big buffer state placed between the Parthian and Roman empires.7
In the 3rd century ad, the city expanded and wide unbuilt spaces inside the main curtain were prob-
ably occupied: this was Hatra’s apogee, when its wealthy aristocracy commissioned ‘baroque’
sculptures that represented the nobles, warriors and priests of  the city, wearing embroidered dress
and elaborated jewels. After the fall of  the Parthian empire, Hatra probably proposed an alliance
to the Romans against the Sasanians.8 In ad 241, the Sasanian army leaded probably by Šapur I be-
sieged the city and destroyed it, deporting its entire population. In ad 365, Ammianus Marcellinus
told that the city was deserted.9
Jewels’ description and finding spots
The group of  jewels here analysed consists of  two double-face earrings in cloisonné, with crescent
and drop cells, a pendant in cloisonné composed by three oval parts, and a band with an inlaid cabo-
chon (Pls. i-ii). All are in gold, with stones and, possibly, glass inlays.
The type of  stone can be hardly recognized. Scholars who studied the inlaid jewels from Hatra
usually identify red stone inlays as garnets,10 even if, in most cases, they have not examined them
1 For the Italian trenches in the Temenos: Peruzzetto,
Valentini 2000; Venco Ricciardi 2000; Venco Ricciar-
di, Peruzzetto 2013.
2 These can be dated to the end of  the 1st century ad: the
most ancient [214] was found in temple viii and is dated to ad
97/98, while a further epigraph [29] was discovered in tomb
J3 and is dated to ad 88/89 or 108/109 (Bertolino 1995, 52,
56). For the inscriptions of  Hatra: Beyer 1998.
3 The building of  stone structures in the Temenos proba-
bly began at the end of  the 1st century ad and might have
been concluded in the 2nd century ad (Parapetti, Venco
Ricciardi 2000, 113).
4 Cassius Dio, lxviii:31.1.
5 Gawlikowski 1990, 1994.
6 Cassius Dio, lxxvi:11-12.
7 Sommer 2004, 236-238.
8 A Roman garrison, which left some inscriptions and
traces, was probably settled inside the city wall (Oates 1955).
9 Ammianus Marcellinus, xxv:8.5.
10 Adams 2000, 21, 24; Idem 2003, 174. In the Catalogue La
terra tra i due fiumi, in the article written by R. Bertolino, red
stones are interpreted as spinels (Aa. Vv. 1985, 427; Bertoli-
no 2009, 56).
T
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directly, accepting previous attributions.11 However, only one jewel from the known samples has
been surely inlaid with garnets (hypothetically imported from India or Ceylon): it is an earring –
here catalogued as earring 2 – that has been analysed from the mineralogical point of  view.12 For
the other samples, attributions are uncertain and some inlays are classified as garnets only because
they are red in colour. Given that only mineralogical and chemical analysis and the creation of  a
database of  the garnets’ sources could help in their identification and classification, I prefer to use
in this pages the generic term ‘red stones’.
If  macroscopically analysed, stone inlays appear to have been cut and polished by the use of  bow-
wheels: unfortunately, a detailed examination of  their surface (by the use of  the sem or optical mi-
croscopy), purposing to better understand tools traces and the manufacture technique, has never
been made. In any case, the cutting technique appears to have been more accurate for the shaping
of  the pendant’s oval inlays, which seem similar to Roman bevelled ring-stones, as also suggested
by N. Adams.13
The green material employed in one of  the earrings (earring 2), could be glass, as also supposed
by the curators of  the Exhibition La terra tra i due fiumi: no scientific analysis was made on it, how-
ever. Earrings even show a gold decoration in granulation along their outer limits, with little globes
soldered.
According to the information given to the Italian expedition at Hatra, all the jewels here analysed
are kept in the storerooms of  the Iraq Museum (Baghdad): an updated graphic and photographic
documentation of  them is, then, hardly to acquire. Detailed archaeological records on the discov-
ery of  these jewels concern only earring 1 and the gold band. These were found by the Italian ex-
pedition in ‘Building A’, in layers dated close to the fallen of  the city.14 Little is known on the pen-
dant, which might have been discovered during the excavation of  the Northern Gate of  the city,
conducted by Iraqi archaeologists.15
Earring 1 (Pl. i:a)
This is a double face earring (HAT 15, H88A/P.O.3.),16 4.5 cm long and 1.6 cm wide, found in 1988 near the
north-west corner of  the court of  Building A (Fig. 1).17 It was discovered together with some potsherds in a
layer dated to the late period of  the town, probably a phase close to its destruction.18 It has a high hook clo-
sure, which is soldered to two bi-conical elements in gold wires. The body of  the jewel is composed by two
cells soldered together: the upper one is crescent shaped, the lower is a drop. In both cells flat red inlays are
preserved. Gold granulation and five gold granules (0.35 mm), soldered and projecting to either side, deco-
rated the cloisons.
Earring 2 (Pl. i:b)
Earring 2 (im 68096; Ha.8.243) has a similar design of  earring 1, but is more complex. It is a double face
earring with central crescent and drop shaped cells, measuring in total 6 cm in length and 2 cm in width. The
exact place of  discovery is unknown. The crescent cloisons were encrusted with glass inlays on both faces.19
11 The term garnet does not describe a specific mineral,
but applies to a group of  interrelated silicates, usually red in
colour, but sometimes also green, brown or yellow. In scien-
tific literature, red translucent garnets are usually named
 «almandine», «pyrope», «hessonite», «spessartite», and «inter-
mediate pyralspite garnets», according to their chemical com-
position (Arrhenius 1985, 21).
12 The identification of  the inlaid stones of  earring 2 is
sure because B. Arrhenius made mineralogical analysis on it,
discovering their diffraction value (11.529), density (3.80-3.87)
and refractive index (1.740) (ibidem, 29). This is the only gar-
net having these values in the vast number of  samples she
analysed, having been classified, in his catalogue, in ‘Class 4’
(as the only sample). In Class 1 were grouped garnets from
West European almandine jewellery (South-West Bohemia),
in Class 2 Hungarian jewellery (South-West Austria), in Class
3 objects from the Near East and Scandinavia. The prove-
nance of  the garnets in earring 2 is actually unknown, but Ar-
rhenius hypothetically suggested an origin from India-Cey-
lon, because other analysis on a sample from this area gave
similar results for the diffractive index and a comparable low
density (ibidem, 36). 13 Adams 2003, 174.
14 This date is suggested by J. Bruno in his unpublished
dissertation (Bruno 2011-2012, 20), basing on the hypothesis
already made by the members of  the Italian expedition. For
published information on Building A see Dorna Metzger
2000. 15 Postgate 1972, 142.
16 The accession number of  the Iraq Museum (im) and the
inventory number of  the Italian expedition are reported into
brackets.
17 The earring was found in the court (cnw) (Venco
 Ricciardi 1990).
18 The layer is dated between the beginning of  the 3rd
 century ad and the city’s destruction in ad 241.
19 In the picture, it is possible to see an incrustation in the
right part of  the material, which is typical of  glass con-
sumption.
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The soldered drop is encrusted with a garnet. At the bottom, there is a little circular pendant inlaid with a
garnet linked to a loop. Above the crescent cell, there are other three cloisons, two in rhomboidal shape with
red stones and one triangular, which lacks its stone on one face, but still preserves the other. The gold frame
is decorated with granulation and three little soldered gold granules.
Pendant (Pl. ii:c)
The third jewel (im 75317)20 is generally interpreted on the basis of  its design as a necklace’s pendant or
the upper part of  a sword scabbard.21 Loop in loop chains and pivots in the upper part of  its body seem to
confirm this interpretation. The pendant is composed of  three oval parts: each has a central inlay, which is
set in a thick gold collet. The central oval element is bordered by rectangular cloisons. Almost all the cells
are inlaid with red stones. The oval inlays are probably bevelled stones, similar to the well-known Roman
ring-stones.22 The little rectangular red inlays are roughly cut. Five inlays are missing and this allows us to
see the bottom of  the cells. The pendant, which is 5.4 cm long and 4.6 cm wide, was probably discovered dur-
ing the Iraqi excavation of  the Northern Gate of  the city, as reported in a brief  record on the Journal Iraq,23
even if  it was not mentioned in the article regarding the same gate written by the Iraqi archaeologist W. Al-
Salihi.24
Band (Pl. ii:d)
The last jewel is a gold band, which is only partially preserved (h. 4.6 cm, wdt. 6.75 cm, th. 3 mm, stone di-
mension: diam. 0.9 cm, th. 3.5 mm).25 A red inlay is set in a gold collet, and a floral repoussé decorates the
band. It was found in room S10 of  Building A, which is located in the south part of  the Main Court (Fig. 1),
where earring 1 was found.26
Terminology vs technology
Inset of cabochons, cloisonné, ‘cloisonné style’ or ‘garnet cloisonné’
The definition of  a clear terminology appears to me as a priority when discussing of  ancient jew-
ellery. This is particularly necessary for, in this field of  study, scholars having different backgrounds
– archaeologists or art historians – use several terms not always referring to the same meanings. For
instance, archaeologists of  the ancient Near East hardly deal with problems regarding the cloisonné
and ‘cloisonné style’, which are, on the contrary, well studied by specialists of  Roman and Middle
Age jewellery, especially in areas like the Caucasus.27
This could lead to incoherent descriptions of  the techniques recognized, and ingenerate confu-
sion between them.
The gold band shows an inset with a collet and a red cabochon inlay that can be defined as a clas-
sical ‘band setting’:28 this is the only sample showing this type of  inset technique in our group of
jewels and, therefore, it appears to be distinguished from the others. Band setting was very com-
mon in the ancient Near East jewellery,29 also in the making of  objects dated to the Hellenistic and
Parthian periods;30 therefore it does not provide precise information on relevant chronology and
centres of  production. The earrings and pendant are rather made with an inset technique general-
ly defined as cloisonné: this is a goldsmith technique in which flat stone inlays, not protruding from
the surface, are placed in cells named ‘cloisons’ and made, for the most, in precious metal. Ac-
cording to some scholars, these jewels are equivalent to those executed in enamel. I do not share
20 This number does not correspond to that published in
the Catalogue La terra tra i due fiumi: indeed, after the check-
ing made by R. Ricciardi Venco in the Iraq Museum of  Bagh-
dad, we can now state that the former is wrong.
21 Aa. Vv. 1985, 427.
22 Adams 2000; Idem 2011.
23 Postgate 1972, 142.
24 Al-Salihi 1980. In the Iraq Museum Catalogue, it is
specified that the pendant was discovered near the third en-
trance of  the gate, which can be interpreted as the generally
known ‘Secondary Gate’ or ‘Inner Gate’.
25 Venco Ricciardi 1990.
26 The band was found in a context belonging to the late
phase of  Building A, dated around the fall of  the city (ad 241).
27 Detailed overviews over the different territories on the
development of  the cloisonné technique in antiquity were
made for instance by R. J. Higgins and M. Treister (Higgins
1980, 24; Treister 2004, 190-192).
28 For this particular technique, see Arrhenius 1985, 77-
78.
29 For an excursus on the jewellery of  the ancient Near
East see Maxwell-Hyslop 1971.
30 For the Roman and Hellenistic jewellery, see, e.g., Hig-
gings 1980 and Pirzio Birzoli Stefanelli 1991. For
Parthian jewellery see Musche 1988 and Piacentini 2007.
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their opinion, because the latter are characterized by the application of  a glossy substance to hard
surfaces by vitrification, whereas similarities between the two techniques rather appear in the use
of  metallic cells and, sometimes, the visual effect in the jewels’ design.
Jewels featuring a cloisonné decoration spread both geographically and chronologically in
 antiquity, having been found also in ancient Mesopotamian contexts like the Ur treasure.31 The
31 Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, 65-69; Collins 2003, 76, no. 75.
Fig. 1. Location of  the earring 1 and band in Building A (plan 1995, ©Archive of  the Italian expedition).
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 cloisonné technique used in these objects is less known than in more recent periods, because few stud-
ies have been conducted on their manufacture and the pastes supposedly used for gluing inlaid
stones, like, possibly, bitumen. However, it is clear that this particular technique was not widely used
for the making of  ancient jewels in the Near East, even if  some samples found in the tombs of  the
Assyrian queens discovered at Nimrud can be considered an exception, given that some of  them
have small cells encrusted with semiprecious stones and glass inlays.32 Some Achaemenid jewels al-
so followed this trend,33 as a pair of  earrings, two gold buttons and a torque with lion’s head termi-
nals, showing a skilful use of  the cloisonné, clearly show (Fig. 2:a, b):34 these were found in a tomb
discovered on the acropolis of  Susa and kept in the Louvre. Further examples of  cloisonné jewels
of  the Achaemenid period, particularly studied for their goldsmith’s technique by B. R. Arm-
bruster,35 are an earring of  unknown provenance in the Metropolitan Museum, New York,36 some
bracelets in griffin shape from the so-called ‘Oxus treasure’,37 and, particularly, the impressive
torque’s pectoral, depicting a battle, acquired in the Shumei Collection (Fig. 2:c).38 All these sam-
ples allow us to see how the colours of  semiprecious stones used for cloisonné progressively changed,
and attest that, in the Achamenid period, blue and light-blue inlays, made in lapis lazuli, turquoise
and glass, seem to have been preferred to carnelians or red glasses, which were less diffused.39 This
is particularly interesting given the trend attested for ‘cloisonné style’ or ‘garnet cloisonné’ jewels, in
which the stones inlaid in gold cells, creating elaborated patterns,40 were for the most red:41 these
32 Curtis et alii 2008, pl. i:b, ii:a-d, 110, fig. 14:g.
33 See, e.g., Armbruster 2010.
34 For a detailed description of  these jewels see Tallon
1992. Jacques de Morgan discovered the bronze bathtub cof-
fin that contained many rich jewels, on February 6, 1901. Two
Aradus coins dating between 350 and 332 bc seem to indicate
that the burial took place at the end of  the Achaemenid peri-
od (ibidem, 242). For a precise analysis of  the technique em-
ployed in these jewels, see Idem 1995, 117-120.
35 Armbruster 2010.
36 No. 1989.281.33 (from the antiquities market). This
 jewel is very similar to the pair preserved in the Louvre. The
cloisons represent Ahura Mazda. The stones are turquoises
and, perhaps, carnelians (http://www.metmuseum.org/Col-
lections/search-the-collections/327422?rpp=20&pg=1&ao=
on&ft=earring+achaemenid&pos=2, last visit December 30,
2013).
37 This is dated to the 5th-6th centuries bc and show a
 decoration in cloisonné in the bird’s feathers and wings
 (Armbruster 2010, 401).
38 This is skilfully decorated in cloisonné, dated to the
6th-4th centuries bc, and preserved in the Miho Museum
(Benzel 1996, 49). 39 Moorey 1998.
40 Arrhenius 1985 proposed that elaborated patterns
were a fundamental feature of  the cloisonné style.
41 The supposedly wide use of  garnets in this kind of  in-
lay allowed some scholars to use the term ‘garnet cloisonné’.
In my opinion, given that also other semiprecious stones, red
in colour, could have been used in this technique, the defini-
tion of  ‘cloisonné style’ must be preferred.
Fig. 2. a: Buttons; b: Earrings in cloisonné from Susa (Musée du Louvre. Tallon 1992, 250, fig. 178;
251; fig. 179); c: Torque’s pectoral in the Shumei Collection (Benzel 1996, 48).
a
b c
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inlays cover the jewels’ surface widely, giving a particular effect to the whole. This style reached its
apogee in jewels showing elaborated patterns, crafted by ‘barbarian’ or Byzantine workshops in the
late antiquity.
In 1985, B. Arrhenius argued the existence of  three types of  garnet cloisonné, different in tech-
nique and chronology.42 The categories she proposed included mainly ‘barbarian’ jewels dated to
the Late Antiquity and Middle Age, but also include jewels dated to the 3rd-4th centuries ad and
 discovered in the Roman empire. Some objects in garnet cloisonné dated to the end of  the Roman
period and found in the Caucasus were also analysed, highlighting their connections with samples
attested at the periphery of  the Sasanian empire.43
The three types proposed by B. Arrhenius, which could be applied in my opinion also to Near
East productions, differ in the inlay’s blocking system: clasped, cement, and sand putty techniques.
Clasped cloisonné jewels are usually crafted in gold (which is more common) or silver (Fig. 3): in
this technique, «precious metals were used to provide stable soldering set as the cell walls were not
only soldered together at the sides but also attached to the back plate by soldering».44 Each cloison
is filled with a thin layer (0.1-0.3 mm) of  a transparent paste, composed by organic substances like
resin, small quantities of  charcoal, or crystalline material, which is used to lay the inlay on a yield-
ing bed, not to paste it. Inlays are almost as thick as the height of  the cells (usually 1.5-2.5 mm),
backed by gold foils, and blocked by turning inwards the cell walls.
Purposing to avoid the difficulties of  soldering the cell’s walls with back plates and use thinner
stones, goldsmiths developed two further techniques: the cement cloisonné, using a gypsum paste,
and the sand putty, prepared with sand that replace the cement.
In the cement technique, originally developed from a kind of  à jour cloisonné, «…inlays were like-
ly mounted from behind and the work was finishing by rubbing down the surface, thus slightly flat-
tening the cell walls at the top. The cell work is low, the height of  the cells varying between 1.5 and
3 mm; the cells were apparently usually produced by piercing holes in a metal sheet. Along the edges
of  the cell, work panel a wider border serves to attach the whole design to the back plate, which is
therefore not attached to individual walls».45
Sand putty technique is a further development of  the former, for the cells soldered to the back
plate, where they serve as support were filled with sand putty, perhaps mixed with egg white. The
garnets with their foil backing, which was often turned up along the edges of  the stones, were
pressed into the openings from the top. After having been dried in an oven, the paste and the cell’s
walls compacted. The top of  the walls was flattened with a punch and secured the stones.
Recently, N. Adams suggested a new classification on the same lines of  Arrhenius and defined
four different classes, including many jewels discovered in the Caucasus and Near East. All the
 cloisonné jewels from Hatra can be classified in the clasped cloisonné (Adams’ Class i)46 and subdi-
vided in two stylistic groups (A and B).
42 Arrhenius 1985, 77-96, ch. 3 Mounting technique dis-
cussed also another type of  cloisonné technique, known as
‘fused paste technique’, which is a later development of  the
so-called ‘sand putty’, with the use of  mixed sulphur and wax.
This latter system is not discussed in this paper because it
started to be used in a later period.
43 For the Sasanian garnets, ibidem, 54-55. This topic was
also analysed by Shchukin, Bazhan 1994; Iidem 1995;
Adams 2000; Idem 2011.
44 Arrhenius 1985, 79. 45 Ibidem, 82.
46 According to Adams 2000, 15-16: «Class i constitutes
what may be considered true cloisonné – a cell framework
Fig. 3. Section of  clasped cloisonné (Arrhenius 1985, 81, fig. 92).
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Earrings 1 and 2 can be classified in Group A,47 which includes jewels with adjacent cells, the pen-
dant in Group B48 (subclass ‘Medallion style’).
Design and technology
The study of  ancient jewels is often problematic when attempting to find comparisons for the sam-
ples analysed; indeed one of  the most common problems is the paucity of  findings coming from
clear archaeological contexts: this is caused by the re-casting or re-employing of  precious materials
in antiquity, as well as the widely diffused trade of  these objects on the antiquities market. Unlike
other classes of  material, as for instance pottery – which is abundantly found –, typological studies
on jewels must be based on few data, to the extent that seriations appear possible only when jew-
els characterized by a very simple design are considered.49
For this reason, studies on jewellery, even when of  high standard, often remain provisional and
are more subject than other to criticism, for interpretations can change radically when new dis-
coveries are published.50
Different and distant areas of  production must be then considered for widening the number of
samples to be compared with the Hatra jewels, even if, sometimes, the former do not share the
same chronology of  the latter. It must be stressed, however, that discrepancies in chronology are
often related to the difficulty of  dating archaeological contexts. Jewels represented on ancient
sculpted busts or statues are taken into consideration as well, whereas less importance is given to
objects coming from the antiquities market.51
This said, it seems that the jewels from Hatra here analysed find comparison with samples dis-
covered for the most in the Near East and Caucasus, particularly Iberia, Parthia, and Sarmathia, at
sites dated to the 2nd and 3rd centuries ad (Fig. 4).
The gold band whit inlaid cabochon finds comparison with some woman’s headbands carved on
the funerary busts of  Palmyra for the represented – à repoussé (?) – floral patterns and cabochons52
(Fig. 5). It is noteworthy that the inlaid stones reproduced on the statues appear to have been red
stones, as the pigment traces found on some sculptures seem to attest, while the bands were prob-
composed of  strips of  metal set perpendicular to a backing
sheet. These strips are soldered to the sidewalls and to one an-
other for structural stability generally touch the backing
sheet. The soldering method used was probably colloidal
hard soldering, although this has yet to be proven scientifical-
ly. It can be difficult to estimate the thickness or depth of  the
cell wall strips unless an object is damaged, but in general the
cell walls in this class are relatively robust and in many cases
deep enough to touch the backing sheets. Some are actually
soldered to the backing plate, leaving a pattern visible on the
reverse on the object. The inlays usually share one cell wall
and geometric inlays are surrounded by a continuous strip of
metal. Translucent stone inlays like garnet generally are
backed by sheets of  precious metal foil; some, if  not most, are
partially secured in position by means of  layer if  paste or
 cement».
47 This is defined by Adams (ibidem) as: «ornaments fea-
ture individual geometric plates generally wholly surrounded
by a continuous strip of  gold. The plate shapes characteristic
of  the period under review here are primarily circles, ovals,
squares and rhomboids, together with curvilinear shapes con-
ventionally called ‘hearts’ and ‘kidneys’ and floral shapes re-
sembling leaves, trefoil blossoms or palmettes». He placed the
two earrings in subgroup A.i., which includes jewels with the
following features: «…garnet plates in these shapes are sim-
ply set adjacent to one another in their own collets».
48 In Group B, ornaments «incorporate rows of  small in-
lays-rectangular, square, triangular, trapezoidal and occasion-
ally curved sections […]. These are set side by side in single or
concentric [rows], sharing one cell wall between two inlays»
(ibidem). In particular, the jewel can be placed in-group B.ii.,
defined as ‘Medallion Style’.
49 For the problems related to studies on jewellery, espe-
cially from an archaeological point of  view, see Ogden 1992,
ch. 1.
50 A recent example could be the discovery of  the jewels
belonging to some Assyrian queens at Nimrud, which clear-
ly demonstrates the use of  the inlaid technique with cloisonné
decoration in the Assyrian jewels (Youkhanna 2008, Col-
lon 2008).
51 For the interpretation of  the objects from the antiqui-
ties market, called by O. Muscarella «bazaar objects», Mu-
scarella 2013, sects. 3-4.
52 According to Colledge 1976, 150: «A coronet- or tiara-
like woman’s diadem is first shown in ad 65/66. It is a stiff
band, probably in reality of  metal, customarily worn across
the woman’s forehead. At first is smooth; by 96 it has several
vertical lines as decoration, and within two decades it devel-
ops stylized leaves, rosettes, criss-cross patterns and some-
times Greek ‘running dogs’, done probably in repoussé. Pan-
els of  decoration are usually divided by listels, most often in
pairs with beading in between». For the funerary busts of
Palmyra see Tanabe 1986; Sadurska, Bounni 1994; for the
jewelry there represented, Mackay 1949; Colledge 1976,
150-152; Palmieri 2010; Zenoni 2010; for an overview of  the
origin and development of  the head-chains, Palmieri 2010,
39-40.
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Fig. 4. Location of  the main comparisons.
Fig. 5. Bust of  ‘mt from Palmyra. Hypogeum of  Sassan, Museum of  Palmyra (Tanabe 1986, 372, fig. 341);
female head with band head with floral decoration (end of  2nd century-first half  of  the 3rd century ad,
Hermitage Museum. Charles-Gaffiot et alii 2001, 245, fig. 124).
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ably meant in gold, as can be inferred by the
 surface colour analysis made on the bust known
as ‘The Beauty of  Palmyra’,53 even if  not a gold
band or inlaid of  this type were found at the
site.54 In any case, the bands sculpted at Palmyra
appear different from that found at Hatra
 because the represented stone inlays do not
seem soldered, but inserted in collets with pivots
resembling a ‘chain’.55 At least, three sculptures
discovered at Hatra – those representing
princesses Dushvari and Samay, and a woman’s
head from the Small Shrine xiv –, show similar
elaborated hair ornaments, with fixed cabochon
chains, but without band.56 The gold band can
be also compared with a well-preserved crown
of  Sarmathian origin, dated to 1st century ad
and discovered far from Hatra, in the Don re-
gion, at Novocherkassk57 (Fig. 6); however its interpretation as what remains of  a furniture, per-
haps a precious box, remains also valid.58 Indeed, the band from Hatra is only partially preserved
and this does not allow a clear comprehension of  its function.
Earrings 1 and 2 show a soldered crescent and drop cloisons in the central part that can be com-
pared with an ear-ring discovered in the ‘House of  the Large Atrium’ at Dura-Europos (Fig. 7:a),59
whereas the cut and inset technique are different. A pair of  earrings in the well-known ‘Olbia treas-
ure’ (Black Sea) is of  special interest (Fig. 7:c):60 these were all encrusted with red inlays and clear-
ly belong to the ‘cloisonné/garnet style’. They show a crescent-shaped cell, with a central eye-
shaped partition, and a drop cell, with a stepped cell in the middle, which recall the Hatra earrings
despite the fact that their different parts are not soldered. The drop cell is indeed a pendant linked
to the crescent by rings. A decoration in granulation encircles the Olbia earrings, as the earrings
from Hatra, whereas the closure, with a gold hook, is different.61 Objects in the Olbia treasure,
which are generally dated to the late 4th or early 5th century ad,62 as well as other samples, like for
instance a pair of  earrings found in the necropolis of  Džurg-Oba, close to Kytaion and dated to the
53 This is kept in the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, Copena -
ghen. According to Sargent, Therkildsen 2010, 14: «…in
the case of  the Roman provincial funerary bust traces of  gold
leaf  are found on the carved jewelry. On the decorative pen-
dant encircling the forehead fragments of  gold leaf  are su-
perimposed on a compact red layer whereas fragments of
gold leaf  found on the bracelets are superimposed on a yel-
low layer». Many scholars suggest that comparison for the
jewels from Palmyra can be made with a gold inlaid rectan-
gular headband found at Tunis and kept in the British Muse-
um. In my opinion, the latter jewel, with pearl, sapphire and
emerald inlays, is quite different, and a local production for
the Palmyra head-chain seems more probable according to
Palmieri 2010, 40.
54 For the few jewels discovered by different expeditions
at Palmyra, see Witecka 1994; Raat 2013, appendix C.
55 See, for instance, the bust of  Amtâ, daughter of  Sassan,
kept in the Palmyra Museum and discovered in the hy-
pogeum of  Sassan (Tanabe 1986, 372, fig. 341). The earliest
chain with inlays (Malkat bust), dated to ad 160, was found
there (Palmieri 2010, 39).
56 Mathiesen 1992, 205-206; 207, fig. 72; 211, fig. 78. For the
statue discovered in the Shrine xiv, Al-Aswad 2013, 112; 340,
fig. 40.
57 Aruz et alii 2000, 153 fig. 58 (but see also www.her-
mitagemuseum.org, last visit December 30, 2013). The jewel,
measuring 15 × 61 cm and kept in the Hermitage Museum, is
made of  three gold parts linked by pivots. It shows numerous
semiprecious stone insets (amethyst, garnet and turquoise),
as well as glasses and corals. A female bust is carved on an
amethyst laid in the crown’s centre, while the upper part is
decorated by a frieze of  sacred animals and tree of  life. The
lower part show pendants and roses linked to a small band
with pearl insets. 58 Bruno 2011-2012, 66-67.
59 Baur, Rostovtzeff, Bellinger 1933, 248, pl. xi:1
date the earring, kept in the National Museum, Damascus, to
the 2nd century ad. The Sasanians destroyed the city in ad
256. See also Musche 1988, 59, tav. ix:3:1:1.
60 Arrhenius 1985, 65.
61 B. Arrhenius groups these jewels in what she calls a
 «cement cloisonné» category, and suggests a direct import
from Constantinople for samples showing Christian symbols
(ibidem, 101-102). For an image of  the jewels, Eadem 1997, 120
fig. 6:1.
62 These jewels are considered more recent than the Ha-
tra samples by their archaeological context and related find-
ings. B. Arrhenius affirmed that the garnet shapes are a clue
for dating cloisonné objects. The author stated that garnets
with a stepped cut dated to the so-called ‘Migration Period’,
up to the late Medieval period. For a typology of  the stepped
cut garnets see Eadem 1995, 58-71.
Fig. 6. Crown of  Novocherkassk
(Hermitage Museum. Aruz et alii 2000, 153, fig. 58).
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5th-6th centuries ad,63 show that jewels with comparable features to the earrings of  Hatra persist
even after the Parthian period (Fig. 7:d). A further pair of  earrings discovered in the Shakhsenem
necropolis, 100 km south of  Kone Urgench (in North-West Turkmenistan), is similar to the sam-
ples from Hatra for the crescent and drop – or hearth – shaped cells, inlaid and soldered together
(Fig. 7:e).64 The tombs and findings are dated to the 3rd or 4th century ad,65 not long after the main
phase of  occupation at Hatra. Comparisons can be also made with objects coming from the  market
of  antiquities, even if  the fact that their context is lost must be emphasized: an earring dated to the
3rd-6th centuries ad shows, for instance, the same type of  closure, even if  is more richly decorat-
ed, with little gold globes soldered on the surface (Fig. 7:b),66 while a pair of  earrings in  ‘cloisonné
style’ seems particularly interesting for they are dated to the 1st or 2nd century ad and attributed
to a Parthian workshop (Fig. 7:f ).67 Some features of  the latters can be compared with the Hatra
63 This chronology is proposed by I. Zasentskaya. See
 Ermolin 2013, 357-359.
64 Bader, Usupov 1995, 30, pl. vii:1-2.
65 The necropolis includes a number of  circular and oval
tumuli of  about 4-10 m in diameter. In tomb 17, two earrings
were discovered that show a pyramidal shape: these are made
in bronze and gold, and decorated with pearls and semi-
 precious stones; inlays are red and could be made of  garnet
or carnelian.
66 Strommenger 1978, 216, no. 196. This is indeed very
similar to the sample from Dura-Europos, and its design is
more interesting for the two double soldered conical ele-
ments in gold wires in the closure.
67 Christie’s 2007, 80-81. Particularly the small boat-shaped
body joined to a large inverted drop-shaped pendant with
 garnet and blue glass inlays are close to the Hatra sample.
However, the chronology remains uncertain because no
comparisons are quoted, the only information given con-
cerns their style in generic terms.
Fig. 7. a: Earring from Dura-Europos (Baur, Rostovtzeff, Bellinger 1933, pl. xi, fig. 1);
b: Sasanian earring (Strommenger 1978, no. 196); c: Olbia earring (Arrhenius 1985, 65);
d: Džurg-Oba earrings (Ermolin 2013, 359, Kat. xi:1); e: Shakhsenem earrings
(Turkmenistan. Bader, Usupov 1995, pl. vii:1); f: Earrings from Christie’s (Christie’s 2007, 81);
g: Earring kept in the Brooklyn Museum (Davidson, Oliver 1984, no. 266).
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earrings, in particular a) the existence of  cells in crescent and hearth shape, soldered together, b) a
granulation decoration, and c) the use of  gold granules soldered to the surface.68 However, both
the chronology and Parthian attribution are uncertain. A last earring with glass inlays, measuring
3.7 cm in width and 1.5 in length and kept in the Brooklyn Museum, is almost identical to earring
269 (Fig. 7:g).
The pendant from Hatra finds comparisons with object coming from the Caucasus, a region
characterised by complex historical events, but often unclear from the archaeological point of
view.70 A good comparison was discovered in the necropolis of  Armasihevi (Fig. 8:a), located in
North Ossetia (Georgia),71 together with gold and silver jewels inlaid with semi-precious stones,
necklaces, diadems, earrings, bracelets, rings, glass and silver vessels, plates and dishes.72 The dis-
covery of  coins in some of  the tombs allowed scholars to propose a terminus post- or ad quem
for some depositions: in tomb 2, dated to the half  of  the 3rd century ad,73 a pendant linked to a
gold chain was found, which shows a central round onyx cameo representing a dog, bordered
with  rectangular cloisons with garnets inlays.74 A pendant similar in style, but showing a more
complex design, was discovered in a grave at Aragvispiri (Georgia), 20 km north of  Mcheta (Fig.
8:b).75 A medallion of  the 4th (?) century ad, discovered at Kerch in Crimea (ancient Panti-
capeum), is also similar to the Hatra pendant for a single oval part (Fig. 8:c): this is composed by
a central oval carnelian cabochon, which is bordered by rectangular cloisons with garnets and
green glass inlays, arranged in a cross pattern. The exterior of  the jewel is decorated in granula-
tion or beaded wires.76
68 This pair of  earrings shows some peculiar features as
well, like the gold-red and dark blue colour, which is un-
known in the samples from Hatra, and a different type of
 closure. It is interesting to note that, as the samples from
Shaksenem and Hatra, these earrings are decorated with
 soldered big granules and a decoration in granulation. This is
a typical feature of  many Parthian and East-Roman jewels,
 especially earrings. A beautiful pair of  Parthian earrings also
showing these features is kept in the Museo d’Arte Orientale,
Rome, and dated to the 2nd-1st centuries bc (Piacentini
2007, 48, fig. 24).
69 Unfortunately, it was acquired in 1907, probably in the
Khayat sale, and is wrongly dated to the 6th century ad
(Davidson, Olivier 1984, 183, no. 266).
70 The kingdoms of  Armenia and Iberia, two buffer states
influenced both by the Roman and Parthian empires, give a
good idea of  this situation, having been in contact with
 barbarian populations like the Sarmathians, Goths, Alans,
and Huns, settled there over the time (Kouznetsov, Lebe-
dynsky 1997; Kazanski, Mastykova 2003).
71 Three groups of  tombs were unearthed at the site: the
first group includes rich graves generally dated to the 2nd-3rd
centuries ad, belonging to the military elites of  the Iberian
kingdom, as attested in local Aramaic ‘Pitiakhshes’ inscrip-
tions (Apakidse et alii 1958; Brentjes 1959; Lordkipanidzé
1984 75-76; Shchukin, Bazhan 1994; Iidem 1995. For the Piti-
akshes and their representation on gems, see in particular
Javakhishvili 2012); the second, tombs of  wealthy persons
of  the 4th century ad; the third, common tombs of  the 2nd-
3rd centuries ad (Brentjes 1959, 83).
72 For a detailed catalogue of  these findings see Apakidse
et alii 1958, Brentjes 1959.
73 According to Brentjes 1959, 84, «Le tombeau nº 2 est
distinct du premier par son mode de construction, et com-
porte un toit à double gable. Son mobilier funèbre est
 notablement moins riche: un bracelet d’or avec gemme
représentantes Athéna; un collier d’or à médaillon, orné
d’un camée en onyx à deux couches; une bague d’or avec
gemme, montrant un portrait d’homme en habits “iraniens”
avec  inscription pehlevie, etc. Le tombeau contenait, croit-
on, une double sépulture; ce serait celle d’une mère avec son
enfant (?). La date est donnée par des monnaies romaines,
notamment par un aureus de Valérien (donc 253 au plut
tôt)». For the first description of  the tomb see Apakidse et
alii 1958, 277. The date proposed by Brentjes to the time of
 emperor Valerian (ad 253-260) or soon after is accepted by
others on the basis of  an aureus buried in it (Shchukin,
Bazhan 1994, 236;  Iidem 1995, 65; Adams 2000, 24), and
seems confirmed by the  identification of  coins and a silver
plate with the portrait of  the pitiakhsh Papak, which is men-
tioned as member of  the Sasanian court in ad 293. Papak
surely governed before that date, but he is not mentioned in
the list of  the nobles in the court of  Shapur I (Shchukin,
Bazhan 1995, 65). The  archaeologists who excavated the
graves proposed that the entire necropolis was abandoned
after ad 260, date of  the Sasanian attack against the Iberian
king Hamazaspe, and also suggest that tomb 2, where a  baby
and a woman were buried, originally was the tomb of  the
baby, having been reused, probably after the necropolis
abandonment. Indeed, the silver plate of  Papak was buried
with the woman (ibidem).
74 Shchukin, Bazhan 1994, 236; 237, fig. 1:14.
75 «On this pendant the encircling zones have been multi-
plied with an outer border of  triangular plates in garnet
 alternating with green glass surrounding an inner zone of
rectangular garnet plates. Within these, a wide band of  gold
sets off central enamelled disc with green quatrefoil on a blue
ground. A frame of  stylised lotus flowers surrounds the com-
posite zones of  the central medallion. […]. Grave 13 was one
of  a cluster of  high-status burials amongst forty-six graves
 excavated in a cemetery in the ground of  a vineyard at
Aragvispiri. Three aurei of  Valerian (ad 253-260) were against
the latest coins found in the grave» (Adams 2000, 24-25).
76 This was found in a double catacomb, for whose
chronology a terminus post quem is given by an impression
of  a coin of  Valentinian II (ad 375-392). Adams 2000, 25 sug-
gests that the jewel is older – a sort of  heirloom – however, be-
cause of  its design, different from the other tomb’s findings.
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Fig. 8. a: Pendant from Armasihevi (©http//heritagesites.ge);
b: Pendant from Aragvispiri (Adams 2000, pl. v:3); c: Pendant from Kerch (Adams 2000, pl. v:6);
d: Torque from Klin Yar (Kazanski, Mastykova 2003, 121); e: Necklace from antiquities market
(courtesy of  Musée du Louvre); f: Necklace from antiquities market (De Waele 1982, 253, fig. 237);
g: Dagger hilt from Armasihevi (Adams 2011, 13, pl. 5).
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Other objects comparable with the Hatra jewel, particularly earrings in glass and garnets made
in the shape of  medallions, were found in pit-burials at Modinache (Central Georgia).77 Unfortu-
nately, the chronology of  the cemetery is unclear, even if  coins were found in some graves.78
All the listed jewels were catalogued by N. Adams in Group B.ii (Medallion style), together with
the Hatra pendant, and are dated from the middle of  the 3rd to the second half  of  the 4th century
ad, thus in the same period of  our pendant. The decoration of  garments and sword pendants dis-
covered in the Sarmathian necropolis of  Brut (North Ossetia),79 and a torques’ pendant with oval
inlay and small rectangular encrusted cells, found in a tomb in Klin Yar (North Caucasus) (Fig.
8:d),80 recall the round shape of  the Hatra pendant, even if  both are more recent. For the single oval
element, the Hatra pendant finds also some similarities for the shape with circular brooches or
necklace-pendants represented on statues or funerary busts from Palmyra, despite the absence of
rectangular cloisons around the central oval stones.81 It is noteworthy that, sometimes, traces of
red colour are still present on the statues from Palmyra, especially in carved decorations repro-
ducing stone inlays in brooches or necklaces (Fig. 9:a-b).82
Two further samples can be compared to those from Hatra, but have been acquired on the an-
tiquities market: the first one is a necklace’s pendant with a central repoussé gold disc or coin im-
pression, probably bearing a Sasanian king, and rectangular cloisons with garnet inlays (Fig. 8:e);83
the second is a necklace showing round gold beads with a cloisonné decoration in gold and garnet
77 Particularly, in tombs 1 and 5 (ibidem).
78 Some coins of  Costantius II and two solidi of  Costan-
tine, one minted at Siscia and the other at Antioch (ibidem).
79 These are in cloisonné style and dated to the 5th centu-
ry ad (Kazansky, Vallet, Périn 2000, 138).
80 Kazanski, Mastykova 2003, 121. The tomb, dated to
the 5th or 6th century ad, probably belonged to a high rank
Alan woman, living in the area after the Huns invasion.
81 For the representation of  the jewellery on the Palmyra
busts and statues, see Mackay 1949, Palmieri 2010, Zenoni
2010. For a picture of  a possible comparison in a funerary
bust see Tanabe 1986, fig. 335.
82 See, for instance, the bust of  Habba, daughter of  ‘Oga,
(son of ) Yarhai, which is dated to the 3rd century ad and kept
in the Louvre (http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/cartelfr/visite?srv=
car_not_frame&idNotice=21015&langue=fr; last visit De-
cember 30, 2013), and a bust of  a young man dated to the
 second half  of  the 2nd or beginning of  the 3rd century ad
(http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/cartelfr/visite?srv=car_not_frame
&idNotice=21039&langue=fr, last visit December 30, 2013).
These traces seem what remains of  the mixture used by a
craftsman for reproducing red inlaid stones, or the prelimi-
nary layer for the coat of  the gold foil. For the use of  colors
in the Palmyra statues see Sargent, Therkildsen 2010.
83 http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/cartelfr/visite?srv=car_not_
frame&idNotice=13179&langue=fr, last visit January 1st,
2014. This necklace dated between the 6th and 7th centuries
ad and having garnet cabochons mounted in gold bars, has
been acquired in 1964 and kept in the Louvre (AO21421). Ac-
cording to Adams 2000, 25, «these elements are constructed
of  gold leaf  over bitumen set with pairs of  evenly-graded
oval garnet cabochons; these may or may not be original to
the pieces». This technique is considered Sasanian. However,
N. Adams, rightly pointed out that no samples have been
found in archaeological context (ibidem, note 80). It is not
sure, as noted by Adams himself, if  the central disc was orig-
inally a part of  the pendant: basing on the stylistic features
of  the represented king, he suggests indeed a more ancient
date for this part, to the 3rd-4th centuries ad (ibidem, 25; 26,
note 81).
Fig. 9. a: Bust of  Habba, daughter of  ‘Oga, (son of ) Yarhai; b: Bust of  a young man
(Musée du Louvre. ©de Pontbriand, courtesy of  Musée du Louvre).
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(Fig. 8:f ).84 The latter is particularly interesting, for it reveals that this kind of  cloisonné decoration
could have been used at the end of  the Parthian period, also for the design of  gold beads.85
N. Adams suggests an interesting technical comparison between the Hatra pendant and a famous
dagger hilt from Armasihevi (Fig. 8:g),86 even if  the latter reveals clear differences in its design. Ac-
cording to him, «the dagger hilt belongs to a class of  garnet inlaying in which stones are secured in
a cement matrix and covered with a cut-out gold sheet, rather than set into in cloisonné cells».87
The inlays of  the dagger hilt, directly examined by Adams, are cut in the manner of  Greek and Ro-
man ring-stones, however, and appear to be similar to the big oval inlay of  the Hatra pendant.88
This lead to suppose that the latter could be a mixture of  the Roman inlaying technique and the
‘new’ garnet cloisonné works.
On the basis of  this overview it appears that close comparisons can be particularly found for the
earrings, the best in-context samples coming from west Turkmenistan and being dated to the end
of  the Parthian period. The pendant shows interesting, even if  not close, comparison with medal-
lions found in Armasihevi and in Aragvispiri, approximately dated to the same period.
An important aspect of  this research is the study of  the jewels’ representation on sculptures, at
Hatra and other sites. This approach allows interesting considerations on the gold band, which can
be compared to some jewels carved on several Palmyra statues. However, special relevance must
be given to the statuary of  Hatra itself. Indeed, the latter sculptures have been not only carefully
carved, displaying a detailed description of  dresses and jewels,89 but in some cases, the jewels there
represented show real cabochon inlays, usually red in colour. Semiprecious red stones can be seen
on a statue with an eagle, interpreted as a god (Fig. 10:a), on a relief  showing a warrior god (Fig.
10:b), and on the statue of  a nobleman.90 In a relief  representing Barmarin, the god wears a neck-
lace with a central circular cell that might have been used for the insertion of  a cabochon and tri-
angular cloisons (Fig. 10:c).91 Each of  the latter cells might have been encrusted with inlays, which
can correspond to Group A of  Adams’ classification, even if  the possibility that the entire necklace
represented an openwork must be also taken into consideration.92
Furthermore, some of  the jewels on the Hatra statues find comparison with samples found in
archaeological context, and attest that the sculptors took inspiration from real objects.93 For in-
stance, the earrings on the statue of  Abu,94 a young noblewoman, are very similar to gold sam-
ples with semi-precious inlays discovered at Seleucia on the Tigris95 and Nineveh96 (Fig. 11). The
latter jewels, coming from contexts dated to the Parthian period, show an oval garnet cabochon
mounted in a collet, whereas, below their central part four or three pendants are linked respec-
tively. In the samples from Seleucia, hooks connect the pendants, which are made in gold wires
and pearls, while in Nineveh the earrings-pendants are gold drop with garnet cabochons inlays,
each linked to a gold bell shaped element. Drop inlaid pendants, carved on earrings and neck-
84 In this necklace, belonging to the Godard Collection,
 elements from different jewels have been probably joined
 together, with glass beads and gold parts in umbo shape. It
was probably found in North Iran and dated to the Parthian
period.
85 De Waele 1982, 252. The technique employed for the
rectangular gold frame, with garnet cabochon inlays over
 bitumen, is similar to the Sasanian necklace in the Louvre.
86 This was found in a tomb (3), and «coins of  Gordian III
(ad 238-244), Hostilian (ad 251) and Trajanus Decius (ad 251-
253) fix a terminus post quem for the burial in Tomb 3 around
the middle of  the 3rd century ad, a decade or so before the
first Sasanian invasions of  Armenia and Georgia in ad 260»
(Adams 2004, 168).
87 Ibidem. 88 Ibidem, 170, 174.
89 For the sculptures of  Hatra see Safar, Mustafa 1971;
Homès-Fredricq 1963; Dirven 2008; Eadem 2009.
90 Safar, Mustafa 1974, 108, 281, 284. All these samples
show representations of  torques or necklaces with one or sev-
eral red cabochons. In other statues, as in Palmyra, some
traces of  red paintings are preserved on jewel carved inlays,
for instance on the pendant of  a famous relief  showing Maran
(Fig. 10:d) (ibidem, 179 no. 172; Sommer 2004, 76 fig. 107).
91 For a good photography, Idem 2003, 77.
92 Similar necklaces are carved on other statues: Safar,
Mustafa 1974, 61, no. 2; 62, no. 3; 74, no. 18; 113, no. 88; 114-
115, no. 89. The same can be said also for some belts (ibidem,
300 no. 301). Usually scholars interpreted the latter class of
jewels as the representation of  metal openworks.
93 On the problem of  the connection existing between re-
al and carved jewels in Hatra see also Foietta, Bucci 2013.
94 Safar, Mustafa 1974, 219.
95 Earring found in block G6 are kept in the Cleveland
Museum (no. 1933.33) (http://www.clevelandart.org/art/
1933.193; last visit December 30, 2013).
96 British Museum (BM 1856,0909.72) (http://www.british
museum.org/research/collection_online/collection_ob-
ject_details.aspx?objectId=367813&partId=1&searchText=
1856,0909.72&images=true&page=1; last visit January 10,
2014). See also Curtis 1976.
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Fig. 10. Statues from Hatra; a: Eagle statue (Safar, Mustafa 1974, 284);
b: Warrior god statue (ibidem 281); c: Barmarin relief  (Sommer 2003, 77);
d: Maran relief  (Idem 2004, 76 fig. 107).
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laces, show the same design of  real samples as well, as those on the statues of  princess Dushvari
and her daughter Samay (Fig. 12).97
Other carved pendants show elements in the shape of  a crescent (or shoe?), with small round
and drop stone inlays soldered below them, which particularly decorate the dress of  some deities’
statues,98 or hang from some standards (usually attributed to the god Samya).99 For their general
design and the smaller stone inlays, all these samples recall the upper parts of  our earrings, even
if  no close comparison was found. Some round brooches or necklace’s pendants on statues and
wall paintings of  Dura-Europos show red inlays and a very simple design.100 Few more articulat-
ed samples, for instance the pendant of  Bithnanaia on the wall paintings of  the temple of  Bel101
are represented without a clear cloisonné pattern.102
Main theories about the origin of the ‘cloisonné style’
The problem regarding the origin of  the cloisonné-garnet style is still debated103 and almost six main
models have been proposed to define it:
- A. K. Ambroz suggested an origin of  the ‘polychrome cloisonné style’ in the Middle Danube area
in the first half  of  the 5th century ad, arguing that the Huns were the first population using and
spreading this style.104 He also supposed that at Panticapeum, the capital of  the Bosphorian king-
dom, Greek workshops designed jewels in cloisonné style for the Huns elites;105
- other scholars pointed to the circle of  barbarian workshops. For instance, M. Rostovtzeff
 proposed a Sarmathian origin in the Black Sea region,106 while I. Zasentskaya updated this theo-
97 Safar, Mustafa 1974, 200-201; Mathiesen 1992, 205-
206 nos. 200, 211, 208.
98 Safar, Mustafa 1974, 306, no. 307; 284, no. 278.
99 Ibidem, 106, no. 76; 140, no. 136; 269, no. 262. For the rep-
resentations of  Samya see Dirven 2005.
100 See for instance the brooch of  a Nike, made in plaster,
found in room B of  the temple of  Artemis at Dura-Europos
and now in the Louvre (AO20121) (http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/
cartelfr/visite?srv=car_not_frame&idNotice=21133&langue
=fr; last visit May 13, 2014).
101 Breasted 1924, 83; 99, fig. 57.
102 For a recent bibliography on Dura-Europos, Leriche,
Coqueugniot, de Pontbriand 2012. For the jewels on the
military equipment found in the city, James 2004.
103 Scholars proposed different interpretations with the
aim of  finding one or more centres of  production: For North
Pontus, S. A. Jacenko proposed seven different contexts of
production, just to quote an example: the Gothic, Bosporian,
Sarmato-Bosporian, Hunnic, Danubian, Sarmato-Roman,
Georgian-Iranian, and Alano-Georgian. See Jacenko 1993,
101; Treister 2004, 189.
104 For an overview on the polychrome style in Russian
 literature see Shchukin, Bazhan 1994, 234-235.
105 Ambroz 1974, Idem 1992.
106 Rostovtzeff 1922, 181.
Fig. 11. Detail of  the earrings of  the statue of  Abu (Safar, Mustafa 1974, 219);
earring from Seleucia (Aa. Vv. 1985, no. 244), earrings from Niniveh (Marshall 1911, pl. lv, nos. 2668-2669).
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ry on the basis of  new data and turned again to Bosphor through the Middle Danube area and
Kazakhistan;107
- B. Arrhenius suggested an origin in the Eastern Mediterranean, pointing to Constantinople as the
first centre of  production, because there the corundum, used to polish garnets, was well known,
and gem cutting and mounting techniques were full developed. In her opinion, the development
of  the ‘cloisonné style’ must be dated to the beginning of  the Byzantine empire and spread in all
the Mediterranean thanks to the importance of  Constantinople. She also suggested that during
the 4th and 5th centuries ad some components of  the pastes, such as a particular kind of  gyp-
sum, exclusively come from Egypt and Syria, under the Byzantine influence at that time, and
were collected and used in other regions only in a subsequent moment;108
- M. Shchukin and I. Bazhan suggested that one of  the main production centres must be located
in the Iberian kingdom (nowadays Georgia),109 basing on the publication of  findings discovered
in the cemeteries of  Armasihevi and Aragvispiri, as well as new discoveries that allowed them to
reconsider the chronology of  many sites in Georgia and the Black Sea. They pointed to the in-
novation introduced by the cloisonné with garnet inlays and mainly attributed it to the Iberian
kingdom after a long gap, in which this technique was partially neglected. They also suggested
that the diffusion of  the ‘cloisonné style’ was likely related to the Sasanian policy, basing on sam-
ples of  Sasanian manufacture, as for instance the ‘Wolfsheim pectoral’ or the famous cup of  Khos-
row.110 After the initial phase the cloisonné became an ‘international style’, being adopted by Sar-
mathian, Goths, Huns and other élites or warriors;
107 Zaseckaya 1999. 108 Arrhenius 1985, 100.
109 Shchukin, Bazhan 1995, 67.
110 Iidem 1994, 244. For the Wolfsheim pectoral, Quast
1999; Adams 2000, 22.
Fig. 12. Samay statue (©Venco Ricciardi),
earrings from tomb 7 from Armasihevi (©http//heritagesites.ge).
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- N. Adams theorised the existence of  different centres of  production in Roman Syria, in the Iber-
ian kingdom, and along the routes that became known in modern times as the ‘Silk Roads’, dur-
ing the 2nd and 3rd centuries ad, taking into consideration a considerable amount of  jewels, both
from the East and West, and the antecedents of  this style. Together with M. Treister, they focused
on the continuities existing in this technique, because a clear gap, as proposed by Shchuckin and
Bazhan, cannot be remarked, in their opinion, in the flow of  jewels with flat inlays;111
- basing on the overview of  a vast number of  jewels found in different territories, M. Treister
 confuted the theory proposed by Shuckin and Bazhan, which pointed to discontinuity in the use
of  the cloisonné technique from the Achaemenid period, and suggested a continuity between the
jewels in cloisonné, made by different kind of  inlays during the Hellenistic period, and the
 ‘cloisonné style’ jewels, made for the most by garnet inlays.112
In an article on the collections of  Parthian and Sasanian jewellery in the Museo Nazionale di Arte
Orientale, Rome, P. Piacentini shared the same point of  view, postulating a continuity between the
cloisonné works discovered in Assyria and Syria, and dated to the first half  of  the 1st millennium bc,
and those of  the Achaemenid and Parthian periods. She supposed that the ‘fashion’ of  red  inlays
(for the most, garnets) were introduced particularly by the Parthians when they were still nomads
in the east periphery of  the Achaemenid empire.113 In any case, many scholars postulate the
 existence of  five necessary preconditions to detect the place of  origin of  the ‘cloisonné style’, par-
ticularly those who propose a single centre or defined area of  production:
1. the presence of  garnets in the area, with direct access to mines or trade routes;
2. a high technical level of  the jewellers and gem-cutters in the territory, in particular in the inlay
practice;
3. the existence of  a mosaic tradition, with the employment of  semiprecious and coloured stone
inlays fixed by gluing pastes;
4. the occurrence of  enamelled jewels, which have cell partitions similar to the real cloisonné jewels;
5. a large request of  jewels with inlays in this particular style in relevant territories.114
These conditions were proposed at first by B. Arrhenius, who thought that the first centre of
 production of  jewels in cloisonné style was the Byzantine empire, and are based on logical criteria,
even if  some of  them can be hardly ascertained.115 It is noteworthy that two of  these preconditions
occur at Hatra, however: the existence of  red inlays (garnets?) in the city, as attested by the jewels
reproduced on some statues (Fig. 10); a high level in the jewel’s making, as the real jewels discov-
ered there and richness of  the carved jewels seem to prove. Unfortunately, enamel jewels were not
discovered at the site and, on the basis of  epigraphic sources, it is impossible to know if  there was
a huge request of  cloisonné jewels.116
111 Ibidem, 48. According to him: «it may be that the rise
of  garnet cloisonné did not follow a single smooth and steady
course, but rather developed sporadically and flourished in
pockets across a very large geographical area stretching from
Roman Syria north to the Caucasus and Black Sea and east to
the north-west frontier of  India. The shifting political for-
tunes of  both the minor and major powers may have meant
that developments were neither parallel nor consistent across
any one region».
112 Treister 2004, 208. He argued that «there is enough
material suggesting the development of  the cloisonné in the
Hellenistic period and in the first centuries bc, both in the
Mediterranean and the Black Sea area, in Meroe, Parthia,
Central Asia and north-western Hindustan. Locally produced
North Pontic cloisonné items of  the mid-1st early 2nd centu-
ry ad combine the traditions of  Late Hellenistic cloisonné
style with patterns and materials characteristic of  the 1st-2nd
century ad cloisonné style spread in Parthia Central Asia and
Hindustan», and also that «the role of  Iberian jewellers in the
development of  the cloisonné technique before the 3rd cen-
tury ad was somewhat modest, as presented by M. Shchukin
& I. Bazhan, although I have no intention to undervalue the
high level of  metalwork and its important role in the devel-
opment of  jewellery in the contact zone between the Pontic
area and the East overall, in particular the cloisonné style of
Late Antiquity. At the same time, the earliest examples of
cloisonné found in Iberia in 2nd century ad complexes fea-
ture either Hellenistic or Central Asian ispiration, the latter
probably with Sarmathian mediation».
113 Piacentini 2007, 49.
114 Shchukin, Bazhan 1994, 234.
115 The existence of  a mosaic tradition allows us to sup-
pose that some stonecutters could have imported raw or
roughly worked materials, used both for mosaics and jewels,
but is not demonstrated yet, as well as the use of  gluing pastes,
for it is not sure if  pastes were made by the same composi-
tions. Furthermore, it must be stressed that these conditions
were proposed on the basis of  the hypothesis that the first jew-
els in ‘cloisonné style’ were made by Byzantine or ‘barbarian’
workshops, pointing to the similarities existing between the
Byzantine mosaic tradition and the cloisonné jewels.
116 For the inscriptions of  Hatra see Beyer 1998.
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Imports, local production or transfer of knowledge?
The jewels from Hatra, confidently dated to the end of  the 2nd or middle of  3rd century ad, ap-
pear to be as the most ancient jewels in ‘cloisonné style’ known so far, together with some other sam-
ples discussed above, in particular the group found in the wealthy tombs of  Iberia. Two different
hypothesis can be proposed for their production: a direct import from northern territories (Cau-
casus or Parthia), or a local production in North Mesopotamia, possibly at Hatra itself.
Using the model proposed by Shchukin and Bazhan, who consider the ancient reign of  Iberia and
its surrounding areas as the cradle of  the ‘cloisonné style’ at the beginning of  3rd century ad, it seems
possible to suggest a direct (or indirect) importation of  this technique in Mesopotamia from those
regions. In my opinion, the area of  origin must include also Parthia, where an interesting compar-
ison for our earrings was found. During the 2nd-3rd centuries ad close relations existed between
the states that formed the Parthian empire and those of  other kingdoms (some under the direct in-
fluence of  the Roman empire). In this complex and dynamic system, also barbarian populations
like Sarmathians or Alans were involved in alternating alliances. An important trade route allowed
South Anatolia and Caucasus to be reached by Hatra,117 and many scholars have noticed that some
classes of  goods discovered there could have been imported or produced under the influence of
 foreign traditions. An example is given by the representation on the statues of  daggers or long
swords showing a possible Eurasian nomadic origin.118
The existence of  long trade routes could have allowed a transit of  goods, and, possibly, cloi-
sonné jewels, from the north to the south. Indeed, the jewels could have been easily transport-
ed because of  their small dimension. Furthermore, one is inclined to think that exotic and
 imported jewels were widely appreciated at Hatra as a status symbol, for almost all the known
statues portraying members of  the city elite are adorned with elaborated jewels. It is interest-
ing to note that some of  the jewels discovered in Armasihevi are very similar to other Hatra
carved jewels, like a pair of  earrings that recall those represented on the statue of  princess
Samay (Fig. 12),119 and two necklaces with flat garnet inlays or garnet cabochons close to the
necklaces carved for instance on a Heracles statue and a statue interpreted as Abd Samya, one
of  the kings of  Hatra (Fig. 13).120
International contacts and influences along east-west trade routes can be also argued for the jew-
els of  princesses Dushvari and Samay, showing long necklaces with inlays, interpreted by many
scholars as imports from India or local imitations.121
A direct import appears less probable in my opinion, because comparisons from the north re-
gions, like Caucasus and Parthia, are lacking, as far as we know: even if  the comparisons quoted in
this paper are similar in technique and shape, they are clearly not the same jewels.
With regard to the hypothesis claiming a local production of  cloisonné jewels found at Hatra, a
change of  perspective could be useful when approaching the problem. The study of  the jewels
from Hatra has been focused particularly on the stone inlay technique. However, earring 1 shows
a  particular closure with two bi-conical portions made in gold wires, which is not very common
and is still unknown in the earrings found in the north regions. This type of  closure seems unusual
 also in Parthian jewellery, as it is possible to argue by the study of  B. Musche. The only possible
 comparison appears to be made with a Sasanian earring coming from the antiquities market or
117 Oates 1956. For the trades during the Seleucid and
Parthian period see Košelenko 2007 and Olbrycht 2013.
118 According to S. Winkelmann, the weapons of  Hatra
must be interpreted as the product of  interregional influ-
ences, particularly in the steppes. «This art of  Hatra as well as
the Parthian art in general, developed from international
roots reaching from China over Eurasia and India to Arabia
and Greece and reflect the transfer of  nomadic traditions in-
to the lifestyle of  settled people» (Winkelmann 2013, 249).
119 These were found in tomb 7, where also seven auraei
dated from Nero (ad 64-68) to Marcus Aurelius (ad 156-157)
were discovered (Apakidse 1958, 278, pl. lxxx). Similar ear-
rings, but with an upper part in crescent or round shape, were
found in tomb 6 (ibidem, pl. lxvi).
120 Mathiesen 1992, 210, fig. 77; 211, no. 207. For similar
necklaces with round cells, Safar, Mustafa 1974, 67-68, no.
10; 111, no. 80; 243, no. 230; 247, no. 237; 284, no. 278; 297, no. 296.
121 Mathiesen 1992, 206, note 2; 211, no. 208.
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 silver earrings found in the cemetery of  Dura-Europos (Fig. 14):122 many samples of  this type were
discovered in tombs 28 and 36, and were widely found also in the cemetery of  Baghuz, a site lo-
cated south of  Dura-Europos itself.123 For this reason, a ‘local production’ in North Mesopotami-
an or Syria seems probable for earring 1, and could be suggested also for other jewels, for it fits
well with the theories proposed by M. Treister and N. Adams, who postulated different cloisonné
style centres during the 2nd and 3rd centuries ad. Indeed the hypothesis of  a local  production for
the Hatra jewels does not exclude the possibility that artisans moved from the north to the south
or that some jewels were imported to Hatra thanks to travelling goldsmiths and gem-cutters.
122 Toll 1946, pl. xlviii, tomb 28; pl. li, tomb 36-ii; tomb
36-ii, iii, iv, xiii.
123 Ibidem, 118.
Fig. 13. a: Heracles statue from the Small Shrine ix in Hatra (Safar, Mustafa 1974, 297, no. 296);
b: Statue representing probably the king Abd Samya from Hatra (Mathiesen 1992, 210-211, no. 207);
c-d: Necklaces from the tomb 7 and 6 of  Armasihevi (Apakidse et alii 1958, pl. vi, detail;
©http//heritagesites.ge).
a
c
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The first contact with jewels in this particular style could have been a consequence of  trades or
the moving of  goods after wars or raids. For instance, Roman sources attest that in the first half  of
the 2nd century ad the Alans, settled in the Caucasus, close to the Iberian kingdom, attacked Ar-
menia and Media Atropatene, north of  Hatra.124 If  the hypothesis of  a direct import of  cloisonné
jewels at Hatra seems to overestimate the available information, a passage of  know-how for the
making of  ‘garnet cloisonné’, from north to south, seems even more probable. The manufacture of
the jewels found at Armasihevi, Aragvispiri is indeed well developed, and some of  them seem slight-
ly more ancient than the Hatra samples. A transfer of  knowledge from north to south remains how-
ever a matter of  speculation, because of  the limited information acquired up to now. Analysis on
the provenance of  garnets used in the Parthian empire could provide additional information and
help to solve the problem. It is interesting that, according to B. Arrhenius, the only garnet analysed
at Hatra seems to come from India and could be interpreted as the product of  traded raw or pre-
worked material coming from the far East to North Mesopotamia. One is inclined to think that gar-
nets were supplied to Hatra from Asia Minor, which is closer and probably provided also the gar-
nets used in Iberia, even if  the data collected on earring 2 seem to support this opinion hardly.125
Garnets could be found in different places, indeed, as also attested by ancient literary sources.126
In conclusion, Hatra could be interpreted as one of  the first centres in which local workshops
crafted cloisonné style jewels in the 2nd-3rd centuries ad. The area of  origin of  this particular style
included, in my opinion, different regions: the Hatra district to the West, Parthia to the East, the
reigns of  Iberia and Black sea to the North. This assumption is made on the basis of  the compar-
isons discussed above, but seems also supported by the discovering of  a number of  other samples
that have not been presented in these pages for their shape is different from the Hatra samples. The
limits of  this area could be even wider, when considering that they are defined only on the limited
information we have on the trades and military raids conducted between those political entities. N.
Adams suggested for instance that the rising of  the ‘garnet cloisonné’ must be attributed to a vast
124 Kouznetsov, Lebedynsky 1997, 28.
125 Unfortunately, no scientific analysis were conducted
on the garnets of  Armasihevi and Aragvispiri, which could as-
certain their provenance. An origin from Asia Minor or mines
in Georgia seems probable, but the sample from Hatra induce
to a more prudent opinion.
126 For the sources of  garnets, see Tallon 1995, 38;
Adams 2011. Particularly the latter (ibidem, 16) affirms that
«essentially Pliny records what modern geological knowledge
and research into garnet cloisonné confirms today – that gar-
nets can be found in India, Africa, Asia Minor and Europe.
Thus, the broad orientation of  the ancient texts on miner-
alogical sources cannot be completely rejected and, as with
their discriminating perception of  the qualities of  stones, still
offers valuable information. Many of  these, in particular the
North and East African sources, remain to be explored and
compared with ancient garnets».
Fig. 14. Detail of  earring 1; type of  silver earrings from Dura-Europos (Toll 1946, 119, fig. 51:A);
earrings found in tomb 28, necropolis of  Dura-Europos (Toll 1946, pl. xlviii).
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area and proposed the existence of  several crafting centres that produced, together with other car-
avan cities along the Silk Road, jewels in garnet cloisonné.127 He also argued the existence of  an ‘in-
ternational style’ that joined the West and East, on the basis of  some samples, as for instance two
medallions in the Victoria and Albert Museum (London) and the Cleveland Museum of  Art (Fig.
15). These jewels, dated between the 2nd and 4th centuries ad,128 were probably discovered at  Taxila
and show a central female bust, generally identified as the goddess Hariti, bordered with  elaborated
red plates and pearls.129 M. Treister suggests a similar diffusion of  these workshops, basing on some
cloisonné jewels found in the necropolis of  Tillia Tepe130 and other sites.
I share their opinion on the existence of  cloisonné jewels in the eastern regions dated, for the most,
to the same period of  the samples found at Hatra or the Iberian kingdom. However, it seems that
these jewels cannot be grouped together, given that, as the medallions, show a very small surface
covered with red flat inlays and, for this reason cannot be considered, according to our definition,
within the ‘cloisonné style’.131
New discoveries, publications and studies of  jewels hopefully to be discovered in archaeological
sites of  the Near East, Caucasus, or the Black sea will confirm or deny the hypothesis here outlined,
while direct examination of  the jewels kept in the Iraq Museum, Baghdad, in macro- and mi-
croscopy as well as new scientific analysis could help to clarify some doubts on the stone mounting
technique and the provenance of  the stones themselves.
127 «It may be that the rise of  garnet cloisonné did not fol-
low a single smooth and steady course, but rather developed
sporadically and flourished in pockets across a very large ge-
ographical area stretching from Roman Syria north to the
Caucasus and Black Sea and east to the northwest frontier of
India» (Adams 2000, 48).
128 Adams suggests a date by comparisons with the shape
of  inlays from the second half  of  the 3rd century ad, with a
possible later chronology (4th-5th centuries ad: ibidem, 42).
129 Ibidem. The inlays of  the jewel kept in London are gar-
nets, whereas those of  the other medallion are carnelians.
130 For the findings in the tombs of  Tillia Tepe see Cam-
bon 2007.
131 The jewels found at Tillia Tepe show the insertion of
many stone and glass inlays in different colors, making a clear
different effect if  compared to the ‘cloisonné style jewels’.
Fig. 15. a: Medallion, probably from Taxila (Victoria and Albert Museum. Adams 2000, pl. xii:1);
b: Medallion, «Sirkap» Taxila (The Cleveland Museum of  Art. Adams 2000, pl. xii:2).
ba
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Abstract
This paper focuses on four gold jewels with stone inlays found in different places at Hatra, one of  the most
important centres of  the Jazirah in the 2nd-3rd centuries ad. Two earrings, a pendant and a gold band are
here analysed under the supervision of  R. Ricciardi Venco, director of  the Italian expedition at Hatra.132 The
author of  this paper could not examine these objects (now preserved in the Iraq Museum, Baghdad) direct-
ly; however he had access to primary documentation, for one of  the earrings (no. 2) and a pendant have been
photographed during the 1985 Exhibition La terra tra i due fiumi,133 whereas the other jewels have been dis-
covered by the Italian expedition.
The study of  these jewels allows new considerations on their style and manufacture, but also overviews
the complex and disputed origin of  the so-called ‘cloisonné style’ in the context of  the Parthian jewellery at
Hatra134 and other regions.135
132 I am grateful to R. Ricciardi Venco, who provided me
with the data acquired by the Italian expedition, and M. M.
Negro Ponzi, who helped me in the study of  the Caucasian
jewellery dated to the so-called ‘Migration Period’. I thank V.
Messina for reviewing this paper and J. Bruno for information
on the objects found in Building A and bibliography.
133 Aa. Vv. 1985.
134 The jewellery of  Hatra is known by a limited number
of  findings, but particularly trough the hundreds of  samples
sculpted on the famous statues discovered there, even if  only
few articles have been published on this matter. These con-
cern the analysis and study of  the dresses in the city, which
 also include jewellery (Downey 1968, 1972; Dirven 2008,
2009). I had the possibility to read even the unpublished  thesis
of  M. Girardi, entitled I gioielli delle statue di Hatra (The  jewels
on the statues from Hatra).
135 The Catalogue edited by B. Musche in 1988 is the on-
ly general study on Parthian jewellery known at present,
and only few articles and catalogues were published there-
after.
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Pl. i. a: Earring 1; b: Earring 2.
b
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Pl. ii. c: Pendant; d: Band.
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